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Welcome to Education Development Trust

At Education Development Trust, we have been improving education around the world for 50 years. We design and implement improvement programmes for school systems, deliver expert careers and employability services, and deploy specialists to provide consultancy services internationally.

Our work is informed by our continually refreshed body of research that focuses on the bright spots in education, from education authorities as diverse as those in Vietnam, Kenya, England, New York and Dubai.

Bringing about real change that alters the aspects of a national system that, for many reasons, isn’t working so well at the time, requires knowledge and the ability to design and implement changes to any of the levers that can impede great educational outcomes. So the ability to affect policy, practices, pedagogy, behaviour, funding, attitudes and more is a prerequisite for a company that can truly claim to transform lives through improving education.

With highly informed agents of change operating in low- to high-income countries with their varying internal contexts, we not only design, but also show and enable – so when working with us, everyone involved, from policymakers to school leaders and teachers, is able to apply their new knowledge to drive sustainable system reform.

Our expert knowledge, programme design and implementation expertise is also deployed in delivering Ofsted-rated outstanding careers services in England, and in owning and managing a family of independent schools.

We are a not-for-profit and we are driven by our values of integrity, accountability, excellence and collaboration.

About our Careers service

Education Development Trust has first-rate credentials in providing services that bridge the gap between education, training and employment. We have been a leading careers service provider in the UK for over 20 years and have a successful track record of managing programmes delivering careers, employment and skills support.

We work with national and local funders to deliver high-quality careers support to young people and adults. In both the management and delivery of our services, we combine our extensive professional knowledge and experience with up-to-date technology, helping us not only to engage with customers but also to maximise our impact for them. We adopt a joined-up approach with local stakeholders to develop our work, from linking up with employers, schools and colleges to nurturing key strategic relationships with local authorities, local enterprise partnerships (LEPs) and other partner organisations.
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<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CIP</td>
<td>Cognitive Information Processing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLMI</td>
<td>Careers and Labour Market Information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMS</td>
<td>Career Management Skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPD</td>
<td>Continuing Professional Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOTS</td>
<td>Decision learning; Opportunity awareness; Transition learning; and Self awareness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELGPN</td>
<td>European Lifelong Policy Guidance Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HESA</td>
<td>Higher Education Statistics Agency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEPs</td>
<td>Local Enterprise Partnerships</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LMI</td>
<td>Labour Market Information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LMIS</td>
<td>Labour Market Information Systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCDA</td>
<td>National Career Development Association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NICE</td>
<td>National Institute for Careers Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OECD</td>
<td>The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIC</td>
<td>Standard Industrial Classification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOC</td>
<td>Standard Occupational Classification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UCAS</td>
<td>Universities and Colleges Admissions Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UKCES</td>
<td>Commission for Employment and Skills</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Chapter 1

Introduction
Effective careers advice is impossible without good quality labour market information.

This literature review starts with an assumption that great labour market information (LMI) is a critical component of any great careers service.

Careers professionals and advisers, the people whose job it is to offer and support careers advice in the community or in schools, are key to success. Vital to the work of these careers advisers is access and familiarity with a robust and sophisticated body of intelligence about the labour market. To support individual users of the careers services, either in the community or in schools, careers practitioners must be both knowledgeable about the labour market and skilled in translating this information for the benefit of their clients.

A key role for careers services and careers practitioners is to ensure that, as far as possible, the understanding that service users have of the working world is accurate, appropriate and comprehensive. The work of the professionals in this area may involve addressing knowledge gaps and challenging inaccurate perceptions. Individuals need to understand the availability of jobs, as well as the skills, qualifications and experience that employers require. They need to know where to look for work and how to apply effectively for available jobs.

Understanding and predicting what kinds of changes there may be in the working world in the future, in terms of demand for jobs and the skills and knowledge required in different sectors, is also important for ensuring that people remain skilled and able to navigate complex career trajectories in uncertain times.

In this context, this review has been driven by a desire to ascertain what makes for great labour market information and what is needed to ensure its effective use. In keeping with our research approach our interest is in providing insight targeted at policy and practice.

We have focused on literature from the last ten years which considers LMI, and its application within effective careers practice. The search strategy was necessarily broad. Materials excluded from this literature review are those which publicised specific services or products (such as specific information materials) and those which reference or discuss ‘careers information’ as a short-hand for careers services, not distinguishing information as a specific part of careers provision.

Overall, the quality of much of the existing literature is good, but there are some limitations to the coverage. It is notable that the studies of LMI for school-age students rarely make much reference to the education context. This seems to us a weakness of the literature, given that careers support in schools is an important aspect of provision.

---

1 In this report we have chosen to use the terminology of ‘careers practitioner’ as a generic term to refer to a range of different professional designations or titles including careers adviser, careers coach, careers consultant, careers counsellor and other associated roles. Searches were carried out through a range of academic databases, including the British Education Index, British Library EThOS, JSTOR Journals, PsycINFO and Science Direct, among others. The websites of government departments, research institutions, international and national careers education and guidance organisations and others were also directly searched. Further searches were carried out using Google Scholar and Google. In recognition of the fact that the difference between labour market information (LMI) and careers information can be indistinct, the search terms used were: ‘Labour market information’ and ‘labor market information’ (recognising the American and English spellings of these terms); ‘Career Information’ and ‘careers information’; and ‘Occupational information’. These terms were used to search for literature published within the last ten years (2007–18). Further relevant sources were identified through reviewing the bibliographies of relevant papers, and through consulting a range of theoretical and practical textbooks aimed at careers professionals.
component of a rounded education provision. As an organisation that works both in adult and school contexts we are keen to bridge this divide.

Although we have tried to make this a global review, we are limited by a paucity of material and the lack of a truly international literature. This results in a bias towards material from ‘Western’ contexts. Despite this limitation, we hope that the review has international relevance.

We seek to provide clarity and practical insight

Labour market information is hard to describe and define. It exists in many places and in many forms. It has different creators, serves different purposes and has different mediators and users. Much of it was not specifically intended to be a source of LMI for careers purposes.

In this report we try to draw lessons from the literature to:

• enable policymakers to create excellent careers services, supported by excellent LMI
• assist the providers and users of labour market information with insight into what constitutes good practice in its creation and use – with the needs of service users firmly in mind.

We have identified evidence for the following key findings in the literature:

1. There is a need for a clear and inclusive view about what is meant by LMI.
   There are some definitional complexities that those involved in policy and practice should be aware of. ‘LMI’ is the most commonly used phrase but it is not the only one. In much of the economic and policy literature, LMI refers to narrow interpretations mainly comprising statistical data about workforce supply and workplace demand. A less restrictive phrase that has been used is ‘careers and labour market information’ or CLMI. We choose to use the more common language of LMI but refer to broader definitions in terms of what counts as LMI.
   The sources of LMI considered in the literature differ according to the breadth of the definition of LMI being used. With restricted definitions of LMI, producers typically include government sources and statistical data sets. In addition to specially created LMI materials, any relevant information that helps to build understanding about career and job requirements, patterns and availability, counts as LMI.

2. Technology can improve access to LMI but can also create problems in terms of quality.
   Within the literature there is a considerable focus on how the internet has changed the ways in which LMI is both produced and consumed. The internet has resulted in LMI being much easier to both access and produce. Although this has significant benefits, there are also challenges – particularly in terms of the variable quality and sheer proliferation of LMI available online.

3. The LMI available to service users is not always sufficiently comprehensive.
   Due to the extraordinary diversity of potential LMI sources, it is necessarily hard to ensure that all the information that might possibly be needed is available. There can also be differences in the comparative availability of LMI sources at different scales.

---

4 Savard et al. (2005) 5 For example, ILO (2018); Sparreboom and Powell (2009); Sparreboom, T. (2001)  6 Hooley, Hutchinson and Watts (2010); The Careers & Enterprise Company (2018)  7 The first substantive chapter of this report delves into these definitional complexities and issues.
– with national and regional data more readily available than local data. There is a tendency for more ‘official’ sources of LMI (for example, those provided by government) to focus more on the needs of the provider or labour market than on the needs of the end-user.

4. **For the end-user, the quality of LMI is more important than quantity.** ‘More’ information does not necessarily lead to better decision-making, due to the complexity of career decisions and the challenges of being able to have complete information. The literature suggests that some element of mediation of information is required, in order to make possible a degree of personalisation.

5. **Careers professionals need to be appropriately skilled in the use and mediation of LMI and keep their knowledge up to date.** Consideration must be given to how LMI is integrated into careers service delivery. Good LMI is more than a collection of ‘items’ of information; it is part of a process of engagement and reflection. The effectiveness of LMI is therefore closely related to the support and training available to careers professionals.

6. **The use of LMI should be linked to insights derived from the developing “theory” of careers decision-making.** Traditional theoretical models, going back to work of Parsons, emphasised the need to ‘match’ individuals with suitable careers opportunities. This is now widely seen as overly simplistic. Today, careers professionals also have access to theoretical models based on humanistic/person-centred thinking and social learning frameworks. These more modern approaches emphasise the role of LMI in assisting a dialogue intended to facilitate client choice and personal learning.

---

**Lessons for policymakers**

The findings of this review suggest that central, regional and local government action can play an important facilitative and integrating role, creating the conditions for a strong careers service based on good LMI. This could be done by:

- **Recognising the complexity of LMI.** There is a danger that policymakers define LMI too narrowly, with an emphasis on statistical and quantitative data. Clients need access to a rich, wide range of information of many different types.

- **Ensuring a good supply of useful, comprehensive LMI.** Government should identify gaps and ways of supplementing existing LMI so that end-users have access to comprehensive information. Some data necessary for career decision-makers may not be gathered as a matter of course for other purposes. Expanding supply can often be done through proactive partnership arrangements with other bodies.

- **Promoting accessibility via smart use of technology.** The internet plays an increasingly important role in the provision of LMI. The government can develop and encourage portals for easy, quality-assured access. Digital literacy on the part of service users can be promoted through wider education programmes.
• **Undertaking a quality assurance role.** Users need to have access to LMI that is consistently reliable from many different sources. Government can monitor and regulate LMI provision, developing quality standards and ‘signposting’ users to quality assured LMI. There is a need to quality assure internet-based resources.

• **Emphasising the importance of expert mediation of LMI.** Consideration should be given to how LMI can be embedded within the work of careers professionals. Practitioners need support and professional development in order to mediate LMI effectively. Government responsibility for quality provision also extends to embedding good use of LMI within professional standards and qualifications for advisers, and guidelines for school and college staff.

• **Thinking national and local.** In any country there will be a range of distinctive labour market characteristics at regional and local levels. A national ‘one size fits all’ approach is insufficient; the regional and local contextualisation of LMI is therefore essential.

**Lessons for professional practice**

The findings of the review also identify critical roles for those involved in the mediation of LMI. This includes careers professionals, educators and those involved in creating careers-related products or services. Effective professional practice is likely to cover the following features:

• **Recognise that LMI should underpin all forms of careers service delivery.** LMI is not a standalone resource; the use of LMI should inform all parts of service delivery, and activities of careers professionals and educators. The use of LMI should be an integral part of the design of blended models of service delivery, ensuring that online and other digital components of careers delivery are seamlessly integrated with onsite activities.

• **Personalise LMI in order to meet individual needs.** ‘Off the peg’ information resources will not suffice. In presenting LMI to clients it is essential that personal information needs are well understood, and information is provided in a way that makes it relevant to clients. This may involve contextualising and localising information provided via national sources.

• **Conceptualise LMI as a process, not a product.** Professionals should start by asking the question ‘how can my client become informed?’ rather than ‘what information can I give them?’ This will help to situate LMI as assistance for a learning journey rather than an end in itself.

• **Integrate the use of LMI into a range of reflective opportunities.** LMI should be embedded across the full range of service delivery, including education, one-to-one guidance, and activities like mentoring, work experience, work shadowing and employer engagement.

• **Empower service users to find and interpret LMI for themselves.** Facilitating client access to, and interpretation of, LMI is often more valuable than direct provision of information as it helps build skills and competence in information handling.
• Ensure that effective use of LMI as a professional development priority requires a specific skill set and ongoing CPD. Professionals working with LMI need specific skills which relate to accessing information, including digital and information literacies. Skills are also necessary in terms of working with LMI and clients; these include the ability to assess needs, challenge client ideas, and to recognise and critically reflect on ethical dilemmas. Professionals and their managers need to recognise the ongoing importance of professional development related to LMI.
Chapter 2

What is labour market information?
There are some definitional complexities about LMI that those involved in policy and practice should be aware of.

‘LMI’ is the most commonly used term but it is not the only phrase or acronym in use. LMI, in much of the economic and policy literature, refers to narrow interpretations mainly comprising statistical data about workforce supply and workplace demand. A less restrictive phrase that has been used is ‘careers and labour market information’ or CLMI. We choose to use the more common language of LMI but refer to broader definitions in terms of what counts as LMI.

This chapter introduces the key terminology and explores:

• what a labour market is and how it has been conceived in the literature
• what labour market information is considered to include
• the confusion that can result from definitional complexity.

What is the labour market?

The terminology of the labour market positions the world of work as a marketplace, defined by interactions between ‘buyers’ of labour (e.g. employers) and ‘sellers’ of labour (e.g. job seekers and employees). The application of the marketplace analogy to the workplace is part of a wider trend of market models being applied across different aspects of social policy.

While the marketplace analogy offers an appealing simplicity, the notion of a straightforward ‘labour market’ that follows similar rules to those found in other market situations is highly questionable and has been repeatedly challenged in the literature. Clearly a ‘market’ in labour is fundamentally different to a market for goods or services. Labour markets do not easily achieve ‘equilibrium’ in the way that may be possible for markets for goods and services. According to the classical economic theory of markets for goods, market forces eventually lead to a balance between supply and demand; in the labour market this may be very difficult to achieve. The supply of human effort is fundamentally different to the provision of goods for money. The ‘buyers’ of labour do not own the labour in the way that consumers own purchased goods. Labour ‘markets’ are characteristically complex. The buyers and sellers of labour are not necessarily ‘rational’ or ‘predictable’ in the way described by theorists of classical markets.

In the careers literature, offers a number of different approaches, including segmentation theory and sociological views of the labour market. Segmentation theory considers that there may be different markets operating

---

within the world of work. A simple version of the theory posits a primary labour market (comprising all those jobs with good working conditions) and a secondary labour market (comprising jobs with low security, low wages, and so on). Sociological perspectives highlight the importance of social dynamics within labour markets, including issues of power and other social forces.

What is labour market information?

LMI can be defined as any information about the functioning of the labour market. It is used primarily by labour market ‘players’ to improve their labour market performance and in theory thereby improves the functioning of the labour market as a whole.

Slightly different lists of key users are identified in the literature depending on the nature of the publication; however, a composite list of users can be comprised, which includes:

• policymakers and planners
• managers of education and training institutions, including curriculum developers
• employers
• employees and potential employees
• employer or employee organisations; for example, industry bodies, unions
• researchers and analysts
• services or individuals involved in supporting individuals with education and employment including:
  • careers and employment services and their employees
  • teachers
  • parents.

Different user groups use information for different purposes and therefore have different needs. As an example, policymakers with an interest in the effectiveness of different policy interventions are likely to be most interested in statistical evidence of labour market change. Education institutions may have key interests in skills gaps, using this information to enable the development of appropriate courses. Individual users of LMI are likely to be interested in specific kinds of LMI relevant to their own career and employment decisions. Some examples are given in Figure 1.

18 For example, from an economic and policy context see Sparreboom and Powell (2009) and from a careers service perspective see Attwell and Bimrose (2017)
Given the complexity of the labour market and the different user needs, the terminology of LMI can therefore be applied in different ways to cover quite different forms of information. Some clear differences exist; for example, between the needs and considerations of policymakers compared to job-seekers. These differences are discussed further in the following two sections.

**LMI for policymakers**

Consideration of LMI from a policy or macro-economic perspective tends to focus on analyses of the *supply* of labour (for example, employment and unemployment levels; the skills of the workforce) and analyses of the workplace *demand* (for example, availability of work and the skills needs of different professions). This data is often statistical in nature and gathered through formal data collection channels, especially national surveys.

Not all countries have access to robust labour market statistics and the need to develop a national, coordinated approach to labour market data through the establishment of labour market information systems (LMIS) is emphasised in much of the international development literature. Three main functions of LMIS are identified for policymakers: the description of current labour market conditions; the monitoring of labour market changes; and the evaluation of labour market (or other) policies. Guidance for countries looking to develop LMIS has been developed by the International Labour Organisation, which emphasises the value of LMIS for developing national indicators and supporting progress towards economic growth and the provision of ‘decent work’. The literature in this area highlights that there are disparities between countries in terms of LMIS, with developed countries typically having more established systems than developing countries.

---

LMIS are important to help inform national economic, education and employment policy. There are, however, different ideological perspectives on the way information is used by policymakers. Slater and Tonkiss identify that there tend to be two polarized views: ‘those which hold that markets operate best when freed from wider forms of regulation (as in liberal political economy and neoliberalism) and those which hold that economic well-being depends on public measures to correct the effects of market failure and to curtail the inequalities produced by economic competition’.

The literature around LMIS suggests that, internationally, the trend has been to move away from using information to inform interventionist approaches – such as the development of detailed manpower plans in the 1960s and 1970s – and towards facilitative approaches to labour market policy that focus on making information freely available to key labour market players. The underpinning rationale of facilitative approaches is that improving the quality and availability of information will lead to greater clarity among key labour market players and allow more effective choices to be made. Examples might include individual workers adjusting their strategies for seeking work based on data about workplace demand, and employers adjusting their recruitment strategies based on data about the available workforce. Consequently, moves to make large national data sets freely available, often using the capacity of the internet, is a trend that has been apparent across many countries in recent years.

Although statistical data gathered through large national surveys is the mainstay of LMIS, there is a recognition that this data has some limitations. The extent to which LMIS provide a representative overview of the workforce depends upon what data is collected and how. LMIS may not accurately reflect informal working arrangements, which can be difficult to capture through national surveys. This can lead to under-reporting of some forms of informal work, and may be a particular issue in countries where informal labour is a large component of the workplace. In addition, the use of historical labour market data to inform future actions (of employers or individuals) and future policy can be problematic. In particular, the extent to which historical data on economic activity can be used to reliably predict future activity has been questioned. Although historical data may reveal general trends, large-scale shifts in activity through, for example, the impact of technological innovation, are difficult to predict. As a result, in addition to statistical data on current and past activities, future forecasting of labour market demands increasingly requires consideration of other information relating to technological innovation and possible consequences of globalisation.

LMI for careers decisions
In the literature concerning individual careers choices, definitions of LMI are somewhat broader than in the economic and policy-focused literature. This is in recognition of the fact that individual careers decision-makers will require a wide range of information. To exemplify the breadth of information an individual decision-maker may need, consider the example overleaf.

---

A UK-based school-leaver is interested in careers in pursuing a career in care. They may need to know:

- what different career options there are in care and what these involve so that they can make a decision about what they would enjoy most
- the training routes and how they differ
- the long-term prospects for different professional roles – in terms of availability and opportunities for progression
- the current opportunities for employment or apprenticeships in care
- which courses are available for care at college or university
- public transport options for accessing college or employment – and therefore also what the hours of work may be
- their options for funding education courses
- their options for moving closer to opportunities if necessary (e.g. student accommodation).

As this example shows, a career decision may involve information needs not typically covered by narrower definitions of LMI – including information, for example, on educational and training courses or information on transport (including commuting), finance, and accommodation. In addition, the kind of information that is useful is likely to differ. Rather than statistical information which may be difficult to interpret at a personal or local level, information that helps an individual understand what a job is really ‘like’ and helps them to imagine how they would fit within those roles is likely to be important. Further, rather than general employment trends, information about what jobs are currently advertised in a region or sector may potentially be more relevant. The importance of highly personalised information was highlighted in a recent UK study, which identified that young people ‘often reported seeking what we might class as “inspiration” rather than information’. 29

LMI or careers information?

Considering the broad information needs of careers decision-makers, definitions of LMI in the careers literature are typically much broader than those in the economic and policy literature. However, there is little consensus evident in the literature about exactly how broadly LMI should be defined, and whether it should be conceptualised as different from ‘careers information’.

Some publications simply use an inclusive definition of LMI to include ‘all qualitative and quantitative information used by employers, students, employees and policymakers to make labour market decisions or plans’. 30 Alternatively, LMI can be seen as ‘as an over-arching concept to describe all types of information used during career guidance to support entry into and the (often complex) navigation around and through the world of work.’ 31

Rather than statistical information which may be difficult to interpret at a personal or local level, information that helps an individual understand what a job is really ‘like’ and helps them to imagine how they would fit within those roles is likely to be important.

---

29 The Careers & Enterprise Company (2016)
30 Cedefop (2016, 19)
31 Bimrose et al. (2006, 90)
Other approaches have attempted to differentiate different kinds of LMI – for example ‘hard’ and ‘soft’ LMI: the more informal qualitative information is considered ‘soft’ LMI, while statistical and formal information sources is seen as ‘hard’ information. Another common approach is to distinguish between ‘labour market information’ and ‘labour market intelligence’, with information often including core statistical information, while intelligence comprises information which has been translated and interpreted to make it useable to individuals. This process of ‘translation’ may happen both through the creation of careers information products, or through the engagement that takes place when a careers professional helps an individual to interpret information relevant to their own situation.

A frequently cited and more detailed definition of LMI is given by Barnes and Bimrose, who identify the following common components:

- information on general employment trends (e.g. historical trends, future demand);
- data on the structure of the labour market (i.e. what jobs exist, how many, which sectors, which occupations);
- information about the way the labour market functions (i.e. how people get into jobs and move between employers, etc.);
- the interaction between labour demand and supply (i.e. mismatches – as reflected in unemployment rates, skills gaps, skills shortages, etc.);
- data on national, regional and local labour markets variations (i.e. size of workforce, prominent sectors etc.);
- data focusing on equality and diversity (i.e. which individuals are employed in different sectors and at what levels?); and
- information on progression routes (i.e. career structure, earnings, transferability of skills).

In a subsequent publication, Howat and Zaidi summarised Barnes and Bimrose’s list into three types of LMI:

- **Core LMI**: ‘bedrock labour market and employment information’ (e.g. demand for labour; employment trends; vacancy information).
- **Careers intelligence**: ‘More directly careers-related information, which is often quite qualitative in nature (compared to core LMI) and includes skills intelligence as well as information about employment practice (job/role profiles; recruitment requirements; career progression)’.
- **Skills development and training**: information on ‘training provision, development opportunities and qualifications’.

Whereas ‘core LMI’ aligns with the narrower economic definitions of LMI, Howat and Zaidi identify that the majority of LMI used by careers services and practitioners relates to careers ‘intelligence’. This latter category is considerably broader, even potentially including the data from activities such as the use of skills diagnostic tools ‘as these are presumed to be based on some form of underpinning LMI (e.g. skill requirements for employment in a given field)’.

---

The use of the terminology of ‘careers intelligence’ rather than ‘labour market intelligence’ in Howat and Zaidi’s definition raises a further issue about how far labour market information and intelligence is distinct from careers information and intelligence. As well as potentially being more inclusive of occupational information, qualitative information and career tools and activities, the terminology of ‘careers’ is also often viewed as being more inclusive of educational information. For example, Hooley et al. suggest that there are three markets – the labour market, the educational market, and the careers market (which represents the labour market and the educational market). Educational information is indeed core to careers information, but as Howat and Zaidi note, is often treated quite separately from other aspects of information.

Approaches were evident in the literature, which sought to resolve this possible confusion by explicitly combining the terminology of labour market and career information. A recent set of reports from UKCES, for example, refer to ‘career-related LMI’, defined as information which ‘helps individuals consider routes into, and ways around and through, the world of work both now and in the future.’ In England The Gatsby Benchmarks, which define good practice in careers work in English schools, also use the combined terminology of ‘careers and labour market information’. This terminology is also adopted by Hooley, Hutchinson and Watts and referred to using the initials CLMI. In some cases, ‘careers information’ is used as an overarching concept but with LMI conceptualised as a subset of information within the wider concept. The ELGPN guidelines for lifelong guidance policies and systems, for example, focus on ‘improving careers information’ but within the guidelines reference labour market information as part of this information.

A final approach used by careers services in some contexts is to apply different terms for different audiences. Kumar and Arulmani suggest, for example, that LMI may be a term that is retained by professionals, but when working with the wider public, alternative terms like the ‘world of work’ may be used. In Scotland, Skills Development Scotland has differentiated between LMI for advisers and CMI (Career Management Information) for customers. These latter approaches are interesting because they recognise the different salience of different terms for different audiences – locating LMI very much as the language of policymakers and professionals, and the vocabulary of careers or the workplace as the language of individuals. Using different language potentially recognises that careers services have a role delivering both against public policy objectives and the needs of individuals, and therefore services need to ‘speak to’ both groups.

The lack of clarity around the terminology of LMI for careers services and practitioners is potentially highly problematic. In particular, there are potential risks that the broad understanding of LMI within the careers field may not be mirrored by the same breadth of understanding by individuals from economic or policy backgrounds. Therefore, a recommendation in a report about ‘improving LMI’ may be interpreted quite differently by a policymaker from an economic development background and a careers professional. Further, with the language of LMI associated with statistical information and economic and policy interests, if this terminology is not adapted for use with individual career decision-makers and professionals who view their roles as primarily supporting individuals (e.g. teachers, advisers, parents),
then the perceived relevance of, and engagement with LMI may be reduced. Indeed, it is notable that the use of LMI by careers professionals and services has been a ‘longstanding concern’. The lack of clarity over terminology is compounded in some publications, which do not clearly define their terminology and appear to slip between descriptions of career and labour market information. There are also challenges that arise from labour market information and labour market intelligence both being referred to as ‘LMI’.

Considering the literature, we can see that within careers settings the language of LMI is important but potentially not sufficient. Using the terminology of LMI clearly locates the work of careers advisers and services in terms of national economic and educational policy interests. In addition, the core statistical data provided through national surveys and LMIS remains central data for careers services. However, to just use the language of LMI risks underplaying the much wider information needs of individuals and careers services, including critically, the importance of occupational and educational information. There are publications within the careers literature that simply broaden definitions of LMI to include this information. Although this is not perfect, we advocate this approach in this report.

### LMI – a working definition

Within this report, LMI is defined broadly as information about any aspect of education and training for, entry into, progression through and experience of the working world. LMI includes information of different types and of different formats. Different types of information may include, but are not restricted to, the following:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of information</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Current and historical economic activity and employment information | • Details of employers and sectors  
• Employment levels by role, sector and region  
• Aggregated salary information                                                                                                           |
| Information about the workforce                             | • Levels of economic activity or inactivity  
• Aggregated data on skills and qualification levels  
• Information about characteristics – such as gender, age, ethnic background – allowing for analysis of issues of equity and diversity in the workplace |
| Future forecasting information                               | • Information based on current employment information that attempts to make predictions about future trends  
• Future scenario forecasting that takes into account innovations and global shifts in economic production (i.e. technology replacing certain roles) |
| Career information about different workplace roles and duties | • Working conditions  
• Average salaries  
• An understanding of what different careers are ‘like’ to work in  
• Entry requirements  
• Career profession opportunities                                                                                                        |
| Information about education and training provision          | • Educational courses and training qualifications  
• Availability and costs                                                                                                                     |
| Information relating to access to education and the workplace | • Vacancy information  
• Information about commuting and public transport options  
• Educational funding  
• Entry requirements                                                                                                                       |
| Information relating to the support of employees in the workplace or students in education | • Workers’ rights  
• Hardship funding  
• Support options                                                                                                                            |

---

46 Kumar and Arulmani (2014)  
47 It is interesting that the Cedefop (2016) report specifically states that ‘LMI’ is used in the report to refer to both information and intelligence.
Information may also be more or less specific – for example, relating to specific employers or training providers; relating to job sectors or education types; or to the workforce or student population more generally. Fundamentally what information is considered relevant depends on the needs of individual decision-makers.
Chapter 3

Where does LMI come from?
The sources of LMI considered in the literature differ according to the breadth of the definition of LMI being used.

With restricted definitions of LMI, producers typically include government sources and statistical data sets. Considering LMI more broadly, any information that helps to build understanding about career and job requirements, patterns and availability counts as LMI. There are also created LMI products, services, resources and materials.

There is a focus in the literature on how the internet has changed the ways in which LMI is both produced and consumed: it has resulted in LMI being much easier to access and produce. Although this has significant benefits there are also challenges, particularly in terms of the variable quality and the sheer proliferation of LMI available online, making it potentially hard to navigate.

Producers and sources of LMI

Sources of LMI are often cited in the literature; primarily these are sources of statistical data gathered at national or regional level. They include:

- **Government supported large national surveys** – for example, the Labour Force Survey and Annual Survey of Hours and Earnings in the UK. Data from these surveys is often available through national portals and websites – in the UK the Nomis website, provided by the Office for National Statistics, describes itself as offering ‘the most detailed and up-to-date UK labour market statistics from official sources’. 49
- **Public Employment Services** – including Jobcentre Plus in the UK.
- **Regional organisations and partnerships** – for example in England, through the local enterprise partnerships, and previously Regional Development Agencies.
- **Bodies representing employers or sectors** – until recently in the UK the Sector Skills Councils provided sectoral information; 50 in some industries professional associations or employer bodies also produce some information.
- **Organisations providing sources of educational data** – in the UK these include the Higher Education Statistics Agency (HESA) and the Universities and Colleges Admissions Service (UCAS).

---

Alongside statistical and raw data, careers information products which provide contextualised information, tools and services may be provided by:

- **Careers services** – including national careers providers, university and college careers services and private careers practitioners and services.
- **Commercial producers** – including books and careers information products such as skills matching programmes and other career assessments.
- **Recruitment agencies** – including companies like Monster® which provides some careers information as well as job searching.
- **Online forums and groups** – including LinkedIn, which facilitates the gathering of information through networks, as well as other careers-related functionality.

Although in some of the literature the providers of LMI are typically split between ‘public sector’ and ‘commercial’ interests, Howat and Zaidi identify that this is a somewhat simplistic distinction. In practice, funding for careers products may come from the public sector directly (say in the form of national careers websites) or indirectly (through commercial products that are sold primarily to the public sector). Employers may subsidise some resources through paying to place vacancies.

Although careers information products are a core component of LMI provision, when we recognise that LMI includes information about specific job and educational opportunities, and information which is delivered in a more direct and personalised way, the range of producers becomes even more broad, to include:

- **Individual employers** – including information on websites and in job adverts, and information from encounters with the workplace through employment or work experience
- **Individual education providers** – including information about courses and progression routes provided on websites and in prospectuses, and through encounters such as talks and presentations
- **Individual employees** – including information shared formally (via invited talks and presentations) and informally (via social networks)
- **Careers practitioners** – including information provided through one-to-one careers services, and through presentations or careers education services
- **Friends, family, neighbours and other social contacts.**

Although last in this list, in terms of impact, information provided by social contacts (including friends and family) is likely to be some of the most important.

---

The democratisation of LMI in the internet age

A key mechanism for accessing LMI is the internet, and several publications have considered how the internet is changing the ways that information is produced and consumed. Some key impacts have been:

- **Improving availability of information** – the internet, and particularly the use of hand-held devices means that people are no longer restricted to accessing information from a library but can access information whenever they want and wherever they want. Information is therefore more accessible and, significantly, more likely to be accessed in an unmediated way – for example, without the support of a librarian or careers practitioner.

- **Changing the way information is accessed** – although LMI may be deliberately sought out online, information may also be accessed ‘unintentionally’. This could be a function of the technology; in the form of automated recommendations for websites based, for example, on browsing history. Unintentional access could also be a function of how we engage with technology, with the way we browse social media and follow links leading us to access further information.

- **Broadening and blending types of information** – websites containing LMI typically contain information in a variety of forms, combining written information with, for example, video case studies. Links to other relevant information from other sources can easily be provided – for example, in occupational information providing links to relevant educational courses and information about educational funding.

- **Integrating information with other forms of careers service** – the internet is also a means for delivery of other forms of careers services – not just information, but real-time interactions through ‘chat’ features and advice services provided through email. The internet is also a key mechanism for careers services to advertise and reach clients. Online sources of information, therefore, may link to and be integrated with other forms of careers service delivery.

- **Opening up production of information** – creating information on the internet through blogs, websites, discussion boards, social media posts and other means has also been made relatively straightforward. This has resulted in:
  
  - **a proliferation of information**: the ease with which users can create blogs and websites results in an online culture of ‘publish and then filter’ rather than ‘filter and then publish’; as a result, information may rapidly proliferate, although this information may be of varying quality and reliability.
  
  - **information of diffused origin**: information can be published online by anyone relatively easily on blogs, websites and social media feeds. This has ‘blurred the distinctions between, on the one hand, the trained, public-sector, impartial careers advice, and on the other, services offered by a host of private-sector organisations’.
  
  - **potential to collectivise information**: potentially, information can be co-produced by groups of individuals; for example, several people commenting and responding to a discussion thread or through contributing to a wiki page.
Concerns with quality: reliability and validity of LMI

Technology creates several exciting possibilities by democratising the way that information is produced and used. However, it has also created challenges, particularly in terms of how to identify relevant and reliable sources of information. These challenges relate to wider social concerns such as the debate about ‘fake news’.

Reliability and validity of information are identified as concerns throughout the literature relating to LMI. In the older literature the focus was on the skills advisers need to determine the reliability and validity of information and how to interpret or present information to clients.59 A widely cited checklist of criteria to guide practitioners in assessing the efficacy and quality of LMI was produced by Barnes and Bimrose in 2008.60 This identifies five key questions for practitioners:

1. Who has produced the LMI?
2. How was the LMI collected?
3. How is the LMI data disaggregated and classified?
4. Is the LMI up to date?
5. Is the LMI fit for purpose?

Considering the importance placed on reliability and validity of LMI throughout the literature, arguably these concepts are easier to apply to statistical data sources than to more informal methods of data collection.

Although such lists can be helpful, LMI in the internet age creates further challenges for validity and reliability. It is well evidenced, for example, that information on the internet often poses particular challenges in terms of determining its geographic scope (which areas or countries it relates to) and determining when it was produced.61 More specific issues have been highlighted in relation to information on social media, with Sampson et al. identifying some specific sources of invalidity, including: intentional bias, unintentional bias, restricted range of experience, out-of-date information, popularity bias, similarity bias and context deficiency.62 In their work they suggest that although existing checklists for evaluating information are useful, instructing users on the specific sources of invalidity for social media-based information is also likely to be important.

Managing and regulating LMI production

With a wide range of producers of LMI and the changes introduced by the internet, a key challenge for policymakers and practitioners is how to manage or regulate LMI provision. Relevant topics discussed in the literature include the importance of coordinating approaches to the collection and dissemination of LMI, developing single sources of high-quality information, quality standards, and supporting the digital and information literacy of the population.

Coordinating LMI

At an international level, a ‘major gap’ has been noted ‘between the collection of labour-market information and its transformation into usable learning material for career guidance’.63 In the UK challenges have been noted in the fragmented provision of information, and the over-reliance on statistical data.64 A recent piece of research identified at least 49 different websites in the UK providing LMI.65 Calls to coordinate production is a common feature in the literature, with coordination happening at a number of different levels – national, local or sectoral.

At a national level, the European good practice guidelines for lifelong guidance stress the importance of promoting the ‘coordination of the collection and distribution of labour market information through partnerships between key stakeholders: ministry, social partners, sector and professional associations’.66 Additionally, given that careers services typically straddle a range of public policy objectives including educational, labour market and social equity goals,67 coordination and partnerships between ministries are also likely to be important.68 Elsewhere strong national systems for the collection and dissemination of ‘core LMI’ have also been identified as a feature of effective national careers systems.69 It is likely that strong national systems for ‘core LMI’ bear some relation to national labour market information systems (LMIS) noted in the economic and policy literature, although the exact relationship between or overlap of the two is somewhat opaque in the literature.

The role of policy, and specifically lifelong guidance policy, in terms of supporting coordinated national systems for LMI which limit the possibility for duplication, and ensure effective dissemination has been identified as critical.70 An interesting example of a national framework comes from Scotland, where in 2012 an LMI framework was created71 with the aims to:

1. clearly identify current LMI provision in Scotland
2. provide LMI users in Scotland with a common understanding of current provision and gaps
3. focus action to ensure LMI meets Scottish user needs.

The framework sets out definitions of key terms and three principles for dissemination of LMI. The document then identifies the roles, contributions and needs of a range of stakeholders including organisations like Jobcentre Plus,72 the Scottish Government,73 the Scottish Funding Council,74 the Scottish Qualifications Authority75 and Skills Development Scotland.76 In Scotland the investment in an LMI framework represents part of a wider commitment to a ‘skills planning model’ whereby regional and sectoral skills investment plans (which take account of LMI) inform careers education and guidance services, as well as education and training provision in order to streamline the connections between education, skills and employment.77

Alongside an emphasis on coordination at a national level, coordination is also an important theme for the collection of LMI on more local levels – both by region and by sector. In Scotland this is apparent in the regional skills assessments.

and sectoral skills investment plans.78 Previously in the UK a focus on sectoral coordination was also apparent in the development of an LMI framework for the Sector Skills Councils.79, 80 At a local level, partnerships between stakeholders have also been emphasised, with UKCES guidance for careers service managers recommending that ‘organisations need to continue to work together to ensure career-related LMI is collected, collated, shared and used effectively.’81

Quality assurance
The development of ‘single sources’ of careers information (for example, the creation of a single national careers website) has been identified as good practice in the literature, as a way of reducing confusion and ‘noise’ in the online career context.82 This requires having a strong central organisation which is responsible for bringing together data from multiple sources and interpreting and managing this information so that it is accessible to multiple users. Where these sites include links to other sources of robust information then they can in effect ‘serve as quality-assured signposts’.83

National governments may have a role in directly supporting the development of such resources or providing a framework for online provision. An alternative approach, identified by Hooley, Hutchinson and Watts, is that the government may take a more facilitative role, aiming to ‘stimulat[e] the market in order to build its capacity’.84 Importantly if the government takes a facilitative role then they may also need to ‘compensat[e] for market failure’, by for example supporting the development of resources for client groups whose needs may otherwise not be met. Hooley (2018) has noted, for example, that ‘online careers services are far more likely to serve high skilled workers, graduates and other relatively advantaged groups’, and argues that the government has a role in monitoring the provision of services, and filling gaps where they exist.85

One approach developed in England to support the marketplace of LMI producers has involved the creation of a national quality assured portal (and associated widget) – ‘LMI for All’ – which draws together core national data sets into one easy-to-use tool, allowing individuals to compare careers by salary, demand and other features.86 The widget is designed to be embedded in a range of careers products including, potentially, national websites and other commercially produced resources. This development is internationally innovative and has been identified as an example of good practice in the literature.87

Quality standards
Recognising that the landscape around the production of careers resources is complex, the development of quality standards for the production of information is another way to ensure quality in information products. Kitemarks come with some limitations – for example, questions about how useful they might be for end-users seeking information, and how they operate in a rapidly changing online environment.88 However, generally the literature recognises that they can be an important component in regulating an online environment. Despite this, there is evidence that suggests standards are missing in most countries.89 In the UK the Quality Award for Careers Resources was launched in 2014 by the Career

Development Institute.\textsuperscript{90} One example of a resource which has received this quality mark is the Career Companion website. Resources are assessed against eight criteria including currency, availability, accessibility and equality and diversity.

**The need for digital and information literacy**

Finally, a strong theme throughout the literature about LMI and the internet is the importance of developing digital literacy and information literacy skills in career decision-makers and the population as a whole.\textsuperscript{91} With LMI now easy to access online, individuals need to, for example, be able to consider issues such as the quality of information. Possible responses to digital and information literacy include the development of national digital literacy strategies. In careers practice, the importance of supporting clients to develop appropriate skills to enable them to access information for themselves is also a growing focus, often embedded within discussion of career management skills (CMS).\textsuperscript{92}

The ELGPN defines CMS as ‘a range of competences which provide structured ways for individuals and groups to gather, analyse, synthesise and organise self, educational and occupational information, as well as the skills to make and implement decisions and transitions’.\textsuperscript{93} In this statement the importance of individuals being able to ‘gather, analyse, synthesise and organise’ information is clear. The development of a focus on CMS has led to the creation of a number of CMS frameworks or ‘blueprints’ in different nations around the world, originating in the US and Canada.\textsuperscript{94} Within these frameworks, a specific focus on skills surrounding information searching is evident; so, for example, the Scottish Career Management Skills Framework specifically lists the following competency ‘I know how to find and evaluate information and support to help my career development’.\textsuperscript{95}

Alongside developing skills in the general population, the influence of the internet is also impacting on the specific skills needs of the careers workforce. Although this workforce could be anticipated to have reasonable information literacy skills, specific needs in terms of increasing the digital literacy of the careers workforce is identified throughout the literature.\textsuperscript{96}

\textsuperscript{90} CDI (2018)  \textsuperscript{91} Hooley, Hutchinson and Watts (2010); Sampson et al. (2018)  \textsuperscript{92} Hooley, Hutchinson and Watts (2010)  \textsuperscript{93} ELGPN (2015, 21)  \textsuperscript{94} Hooley, Watts, Sultana and Neary (2013)  \textsuperscript{95} Skills Development Scotland (2012)  \textsuperscript{96} Hooley, Hutchinson and Watts (2010); Kettunen, Sampson and Vuorinen (2015)
Chapter 4

Identifying and filling the gaps in LMI
The sheer number and wide-ranging nature of LMI sources, plus the breadth of what can be used as LMI, has led to a rich but chaotic LMI scene in data-rich contexts.

Furthermore, there are differences in the comparative availability of LMI sources at different scales – with national and regional data more readily available than data at more local levels. In data-poor environments, this gap can widen. Here there can be a greater preponderance of more official sources of LMI – for example, those provided by states – focusing more on the needs of the provider or labour market than on the needs of the end-user. The result can be a ‘gap’ when it comes to the needs of the end-user.

Ensuring LMI meets user need

Throughout the literature that considers features of ‘quality information’, the importance of information being ‘relevant’ to users’ needs is repeatedly identified. Despite this, the literature review identified that very little research has been done into user needs. Instead, the most commonly referenced areas of need relate to research undertaken with advisers or other professionals. One very frequently cited list came from Offer; this summarises the ‘questions that guidance clients tend to ask, for which labour market data could contain the answers’:

1. Demand for labour: involving questions like ‘how easy is it to get a job in this occupation, industry or role?’ and ‘how competitive is it?’
2. Progression routes, career structure and earnings: involving questions like ‘what are the prospects?’ and ‘where can I go from there?’
3. Geographical availability: involving questions like ‘how available is it in my (personal) travel to work area?’
4. Trends: involving questions like, ‘are opportunities increasing or decreasing?’ and ‘if I invest in getting trained, what are my chances of getting a job?’
5. Transferability: involving questions like ‘if employment in this occupation dies out, what else could I do with the training, qualification, competencies or skills?’
6. Recruitment and selection methods: involving questions like ‘where and how do people get jobs in this occupation?’

Offer proposed testing these six areas ‘on a small sample of experienced careers advisers responsible for labour market information in different careers companies’. As well as Offer’s work, there are several other empirical studies of client information needs from a careers practitioner’s perspective. There is a

---

97 See, for example, ELGPN (2015); NCDA (2007); Tricot (2002) 98 Offer (2001, 78) 99 ibid. 78 100 including Brown, Bimrose and Hughes (2005) and Bimrose and Onston (2005), both cited by Barnes and Bimrose (2010: 21)
high degree of commonality in these lists, with evidence of particular demand for information around future trends, local labour market information and information on progression routes.

The need for further research into the direct information requirements of end-users is identified throughout the research.\textsuperscript{101} Despite the lack of research, the importance of information on job openings, educational opportunities and occupational information (such as the salary, working conditions and other information about different roles) is commonly identified.\textsuperscript{102} In research with a focus on the needs of undergraduate university students in Canada\textsuperscript{103} the information in Table 1, below, was identified as the top type of general employment information that students wanted.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 1: INFORMATION WANTED BY UNDERGRADUATE UNIVERSITY STUDENTS \textsuperscript{104}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Career qualifications and certification needed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jobs that are now available in my occupation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Typical job salaries and benefits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Career training needed for my occupation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potential employers in my occupation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forecasts of which jobs will be in demand in the future</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Where to get training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advice about how to write a resume</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advice about how to behave in a job interview</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Career statistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government grants for training or retraining</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These findings are generally consistent with the suggestions that vacancy and educational information are very important to users (with these elements appearing at second, fourth and seventh in the list). Further, given that the research was undertaken with individuals already at an advanced level in their education, it could be expected that the demand for education information may be even higher in a different client group. Overall integrated information about career routes, which includes information about education and vacancies, appears to be very important, with a lower level of relevance assigned to statistical information and even to job forecasting (desired by only half the cohort). These findings are important because they suggest potential gaps both in terms of the type of information available and in the availability of information products that integrate this information. Indeed, in a recent review of UK careers websites, no websites were identified that had complete coverage of all choice topics (including career choice, job choice, qualification choice and place of learning choice).\textsuperscript{105}

\textsuperscript{101}Tricot (2002); OECD (2004)  \textsuperscript{102}See Tricot (2002); Cedefop (2016, 28) \textsuperscript{103}Tavakoli, Rocca and Thorngate (2010) \textsuperscript{104}Reproduced from Tavakoli, Rocca and Thorngate (2010) \textsuperscript{105}The Careers & Enterprise Company (2016)
What are the common gaps in information?

Considering the evidence of user needs, some key gaps in the data available in the UK are evident. Other developed countries with established LMIS systems are likely to face similar challenges, although the exact nature of the gaps in LMI will vary between countries according to what data is routinely collected and the frameworks provided for analysis. Within the UK the key gaps include:

• regional and local labour market information
• educational and vacancy data
• data on transferability of skills.

These areas are considered below, followed by consideration of how data could be improved.

Regional and local labour market information

Local labour market information is perhaps the most consistently identified gap in terms of LMI. Having information on local opportunities is particularly vital when it is considered that not all individuals will be able to, or wish to, move to access a career. This may be particularly the case for adults with family commitments or young school leavers, for example.

The challenge for the availability of local labour market information is that, in many cases, existing national data sets are not of a large enough sample size to enable analysis at very local levels. Where local data sets are available, these are of varying quality and can be difficult to identify. A further notable challenge in local labour market information is that in order for it to be useful to individuals the accessibility of opportunities on a local level also needs to be considered – and it is interesting that the ‘LMI for All’ resource in the UK is looking at ways of incorporating data on commuting within the tool, as well as local information.

In practice, much local labour market information may be sourced through word-of-mouth, through job vacancy searches on a local basis and the local media. Nevertheless, policymakers should consider whether more robust and reliable data sources could be identified, and this information then included systematically into careers products.

Educational and vacancy data

The second area commonly noted as a gap is LMI which is integrated with vacancy and educational data. This gap is important because in practice questions about career development will normally relate to career progression routes and pathways. Questions such as ‘what are my chances of getting a job as a…?’ and ‘how do I become…?’ are important and it is vital that careers services should be able to respond with information about specific opportunities (both employment and educational).

The importance of integrating educational data into careers information resources is identified across the literature. The challenge here is that educational data is often treated separately from other forms of LMI and there can
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be a lack of centralised sources for vacancy and educational data. In the UK particular challenges with sourcing this data and incorporating it into the national ‘LMI for All’ resource are noted – key challenges include the fact that vacancy data coded by occupation has not been collected and provided centrally in the UK since 2012, and that databases of educational provision are difficult to identify and do not use consistent classifications of courses. In practice, vacancy information can be sourced by individuals, but for relatively comprehensive coverage this normally requires consultation of multiple different vacancy sources. Educational data similarly tends to require consultation of different sources of information. Again, ways of formalising and streamlining information in these areas in order to allow systematic inclusion in careers products is a key consideration for policymakers.

Data on transferability of skills
A further issue with the available information, occasionally noted in the literature, is that information about careers options classically uses occupational classifications. In the UK classification schemes are widely used, such as the Standard Occupational Classification (SOC) scheme, and the Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) scheme. These classification schemes may not be representative of the ways that jobs actually work, and the classifications may not have kept pace with changes in the economy. Jobs, for example, in the private sector may be defined more by function or job level in the company than by occupation. A further limitation in the data is that for some user needs, for example individuals wishing to change career, occupational information may be less valuable than information about the workplace explaining how their skill sets might be transferrable to other roles.

A strong criticism is levelled at the use of SOC codes in a publication from CASCAID who note that grouping job roles by SOC codes, when the jobs in practice are often difficult to classify, can lead (inadvertently) to information being presented which is misleading. Alternative ways of analysing and presenting opportunities in the workplace have been identified (for example, presenting options using skill or competency maps), and questions raised about whether these would be potentially more appropriate and valuable.

What can be done to address these gaps?
Potential solutions to problems of coverage of labour market information identified in the literature include options for improving national data sets, better collection of data by intermediary organisations and through partnerships, utilising expertise of end-users and practitioners, and applying technology to capitalise on information already available. Each of these approaches is summarised overleaf.

Improved and streamlined national data sets

In theory, improved labour market information could result from expanded and revised national data sets. Expanding the data collected to give enhanced coverage of the population, for example, would enable better analysis at local level. Addressing the way that data is categorised may also help with, for example, giving more granular detail about different occupations or collecting information with a skills focus alongside an occupation focus. Greater alignment of data sets, and investment in creating single sources of data on vacancies and educational options may also offer significant benefits. All of these possibilities rely on investment and potentially ongoing costly deployment of different data collection tools. Slightly less costly alternatives may involve use of different statistical techniques – such as the creation of synthetic data to provide local labour market estimates.\textsuperscript{120} Collaboration with universities and academic research has also been identified as potentially valuable for improving the quality and quantity of information available.\textsuperscript{121}

Intermediary organisations and improved partnerships working

The use of intermediary organisations such as employer bodies, or regional organisations, to collect data is a common approach. Strengthening the ability of organisations to gather data and improving partnership working between organisations is another way to improve data collection.\textsuperscript{122} Good practice examples noted in the literature include work by regional development agencies to produce local and regional information, and public sector organisations commissioning dedicated products from careers information suppliers.\textsuperscript{123} In England the role of Local Enterprise Partnerships as sources of local labour market information is also identified.\textsuperscript{124}

Although the value of partnerships for data collection and the creation of information products is emphasised, it is important to note that even if specific resources are not created, the value of information sharing for supporting the skills and knowledge of practitioners is promoted.\textsuperscript{125} Local arrangements for sharing information may include regular communication events, training sessions or meetings.\textsuperscript{126}

Utilising expertise from practitioners and end-users

A further option for creating data sets identified in the literature involves capitalising on the existing expertise of careers practitioners or even end-users themselves.\textsuperscript{127} Potential in this area centres on technological innovations which allow greater scope for user-generated content and networking. Sourcing information from end-users about their experience of different careers, their experience of recruitment processes, or even salary levels is something that a range of commercial providers are exploring.\textsuperscript{128} This includes, for example, the development of websites like ‘Glassdoor’\textsuperscript{129} that enable employees to leave reviews about their company and about their experience of recruitment processes.

Development of the internet has also led to increased potential for sharing expertise between practitioners. This may be through informal networks or more formal forums. One specific approach discussed in the literature is a ‘people
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tagging’ tool which ‘tags’ employees working within a service according to their expertise, allowing practitioners who have specific labour market information needs to search for and connect with other practitioners who have that expertise.130

**Utilising technology to capitalise on information**

With job vacancies commonly published on the internet, several publications identify the potential to use online information about vacancies for LMI purposes. Finding ways to aggregate information about vacancies, for example through ‘scraping’ tools, is one innovation that is being piloted in some countries.131 Analysing ‘live LMI’ through information provided in job vacancy postings, such as salary, skills or qualification data, offers ways of producing ‘real time’ data which is potentially more accurate and representative of the current labour market.132

Labour Insights in the UK provides such a service.133

Alongside analysis of job vacancies, use of other data sources, such as digitised CVs (often held by recruitment agencies), has been identified as a potential way to gain further insights into the relationships between careers or job roles and skills and qualifications.134 In this respect, companies such as Monster, which holds details about both job-seekers and job adverts, are identified as potential sources of significant labour market insights in the literature.135

A recent publication notes that the ‘growing industry of data driven careers advice services … along with the online employment search industry, has an interest in working collaboratively with the government to improve the overall data infrastructure’.158 However, the industry raises questions about ‘access to consistent directories of courses and institutions; better ontologies’ for jobs, skills, employers and industries; and data standards for certain types of information about jobs and qualifications’.158 This comment is significant because it identifies that, regardless of who collects data, the government has a key role in developing LMI frameworks and infrastructure in order to guide and support this collection – ensuring that the data sets ‘speak’ to each other and are appropriate for the nature of the labour market.

Utilising appropriate research is also likely to be important in the development of ontologies and frameworks for labour market analysis. A good example is the debate over how graduate occupations can be classified – recognising that the nature of ‘graduate occupations’ may be changing as the workplace changes, and that the classifications used to analyse the workplace may also need to change.139

---

For the end-user, quality wins over quantity when it comes to the availability and specificity of information – ‘more’ information does not necessarily lead to better decision-making, especially given the complexity of career decisions.

The literature suggests that some degree of mediation of information is important as this may allow greater personalisation.

**LMI and the limits of rational decision-making**

In Chapter 3 it was noted that an underpinning rationale of labour market policy is that improving information about the labour market will improve the ability of labour market actors to make appropriate decisions. However, the literature suggests that for individuals ‘more’ information does not necessarily improve career decision-making.140 A paper from Grubb141 offers a particularly robust challenge to the ‘adequacy’ of careers information in decision-making based on a critique of the ‘expected utility model’ of rational decision-making. He makes five key points.

1. Individuals may not hold stable preferences.
2. It is difficult to identify a full range of alternative options.
3. Working out probabilities of success in different career paths is challenging.
4. Career pathways take place through time.
5. Individuals do not always realise when they are making career decisions.

Grubb highlights the way that the vast range of options available to an individual can place a limit on ability to make a rational decision: is it ever possible to be aware of all the workplace options available and to take account of all this information? And, indeed, is it desirable? This challenge is identified throughout the literature, with evidence that ‘information overload’ or ‘choice overload’ can actually *impede* rather than assist with decision-making.142 An additional problem is that information about options is often incomplete, incompatible or not comparable, preventing a proper assessment of choices.

Faced with a huge amount of information, the literature suggests individuals take practical steps to reduce the cognitive load of this information and simplify their decision-making.143 Research suggests that individuals use ‘rough rules of thumb’ to discard information that is likely to be irrelevant; these might include:

---

• rejecting or elevating information according to the presumptions and stereotypes individuals hold about those possibilities\textsuperscript{144}

• rejecting options about which little is known\textsuperscript{145}

• focusing on information that is relevant to their goals and disregarding other information (this is termed ‘goal bias’).\textsuperscript{146}

In addition, we may favour ‘hot’ information, which comes from people we know, rather than ‘cold’ information from formal sources such as books or websites.\textsuperscript{147} Again, this is a method by which we simplify the choice architecture we are faced with – judging that information that is provided through ‘hot’ sources is likely to be more relevant to us. As Grubb discusses, pre-emptively dismissing options means that the focus of choice is too narrow to be entirely rational.

Even if complete information was possible, Grubb identifies the challenges of using this information when making decisions about career progression since this decision involves a complex calculation around probabilities of success. If someone knows that there are many fewer opportunities in one area than another, for example, rationally should they choose the area with many more opportunities? What if the area with fewer opportunities offers work at a higher salary level? What if the area with fewer opportunities is likely to be more interesting, rewarding or a better match for their interests? As Grubb identifies, rational decision-making involves understanding the probability of achieving success and the expected payoff of different options. However, evidence shows that individuals find this kind of calculation very difficult. Working with probabilities is further complicated by the fact that career development happens through time. Grubb identifies that some career pathways may require lengthy training, and others may take less time. Therefore, he suggests that career decision-making ‘requires the ability to trade-off between present and future consequences’.\textsuperscript{148} He suggests that individuals may be more orientated to the present or the future and this will impact on their decision-making.

In the wider literature, concern with how possible it is to rationally ‘plan’ a career path is also evident. A striking quote from Mitchell and Krumboltz sums up the challenges:

‘Trying to place an evolving person into the changing work environment ... is like trying to hit a butterfly with a boomerang.’\textsuperscript{149}

Part of the challenge of planning comes from issues of changes in personal circumstances through time, alongside changes in the labour market or educational provision. The importance of change in the workplace in particular has been receiving a great deal of attention in recent years, with a focus on the impact of globalisation and technology.\textsuperscript{150} In addition, the chaos theory of careers suggests that ‘chance’ events can have a significant impact in career development.\textsuperscript{151} Other personal attributes such as how risk averse or open one is to taking opportunities, as well as simply the impact of ‘chance’, may impact on the availability of different career routes.

Grubb also makes the point that individuals may not always realise when they are making career decisions, and even when they are aware, they may not understand what information they need, or understand that they have any information need at all. This may mean that individuals do not seek support with decision-making, although later they realise that they should have sought more help. Therefore, finding ways of reaching individuals and helping them to become informed, rather than expecting them to proactively seek information, may be important. Consequently, Grubb is a strong proponent of educational and social learning approaches to the delivery of careers guidance (considered in Chapter 7).

What impact does LMI have on career decision-making?

Having considered some of the criticisms of models of rational decision-making and the role of information within them, this section considers the evidence in the empirical literature about the role of information in career decision-making.

In general, identifying evidence for the role of LMI in decision-making is highly problematic. This is because isolating the role of information only is very difficult. Indeed, a 2010 literature review on the role and impact of LMI on labour market outcomes found no evidence that could be related to LMI only. Instead the review considered different delivery mechanisms, including job search assistance programmes, the internet and career counselling, suggesting that knowledge about the impact of LMI can only be ‘inferred’ from evaluations of these broader career programmes and tools.\(^\text{152}\)

Despite the challenges in identifying the impact of LMI on its own in career decision-making, a range of literature was identified that provides some insight into this complex area. Much of this research focuses on careers websites, sometimes with the implicit assumption that the primary purpose of a website is to provide information. The most recent literature, however, recognises that, with innovations in technology, the potential functionality of websites is changing. Websites which ‘provide careers information and resources’ are only one kind of careers website, with other sites providing ‘automated interactions’ and others ‘facilitat[ing] communication and the development of networks’.\(^\text{153}\) This recognises that websites are increasingly offering not just LMI but other kinds of functionality too. As a result, the impact of the ‘informational’ component of web resources is also increasingly difficult to isolate. Although websites are a common focus in the literature, some research has considered other forms of information intervention; for example, through information-focused presentations or through sending emails, letters and text messages.

The effectiveness of LMI websites

Savard et al.’s large literature review from Canada has explored the evidence for the impact of LMI in career decision-making. This review focuses specifically on the ‘dissemination of LMI through the internet and computer-assisted systems’.\(^\text{154}\) Considering the value of using information resources with or without support the report concludes the impact of LMI is ‘virtually non-significant unless transmitted through a counsellor’.\(^\text{155}\) The key evidence for why information is ineffective on its

---

\(^{152}\) Murray (2010, iv) \(^\text{153}\) Vigurs, Everitt and Staunton (2017, v) \(^\text{154}\) Savard et al. (2005, 5) \(^\text{155}\) Savard et al. (2005, 15)
own mirrors some of the critiques of Grubb and others: individuals can experience difficulties in finding appropriate information, and difficulties in processing and understanding the quantity and complexity of information. Challenges also include evidence that individuals may ignore information that is useful to them if they do not perceive it as relevant to their interests. Providing information with the support of a careers counsellor appears more effective, although the review identifies that there is a need for further research about what specific approaches and behaviours of careers counsellors are useful.

Consistent with Savard et al.’s report, this review identified a wide range of literature concerning specific information products – usually websites. This literature almost always reported positive results but tended to focus on positive evaluations of the resources in terms of user satisfaction and increased awareness, rather than impact on decision-making. Additionally, although resources were positively received, the literature consistently notes that the impact of web resources may be limited by a lack of awareness that the products exist. Indeed, there is some evidence in the literature that physical resources provided in a careers library continue to be valued alongside online resources. The reasons behind this are not clear; however, it is possible that careers libraries remain important because of their visibility.

A further challenge identified in the literature is that the use of careers websites varies between individuals, with one report from Australia suggesting that female students are more likely to engage with the use of self-help tools, while their male counterparts more frequently accessed job-oriented websites. In addition, a report on the use of careers websites in Scotland found that those young people who were most at risk of not achieving a positive post-school destination were least likely to use these sites.

The evidence that websites provide useful information but that the ‘reach’ of this information is uneven within the population, suggests that websites and the LMI provided within them must be embedded within a wider range of careers provision. Additionally, Howieson and Semple identify that careers websites can have an effect on ‘support and advice awareness’, although their impact in other areas is limited. They highlight the fact that a useful function of websites is that they can be a gateway to accessing other careers services. This is also noted in a recent literature review in the UK focusing on careers websites specifically, which has recommended that websites should exist ‘in the context of a wider offline careers support program’.

**LMI interventions in bounded decisions**

Despite the general findings of limited effectiveness of LMI interventions, recent UK-based research has also identified the potential value of information in situations where decisions are relatively clear and options are more ‘bounded’ – for example, in higher education decisions which are typically made by first selecting a course, ‘and then using consistent and comparable information to rank institutions against quality and entry requirements’. This is supported by a literature review by McNally who considered the international evidence about the value of information interventions for students making educational decisions.
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These interventions include sending emails, letters or texts to students focusing on the costs and benefits of education, and information about application processes. She finds some evidence of impact for these activities, where information is well targeted and provided at the right time.\textsuperscript{168}

This suggests that in some situations specific information interventions can have an impact. However, even in the case of bounded decisions, McNally’s research identifies that the impact of an information intervention on its own cannot be guaranteed. Barriers to the effectiveness of information include situations where students face other constraints such as competition for places, or when they are unable to adjust aspirations. There is also evidence that, as with information provided on websites, information has a greater impact on those individuals who are interested in educational progression than those who do not intend to progress.\textsuperscript{169} This suggests that information provided in this way has most impact where it supports a decision that has already been made.

**Integrated LMI resources in careers services**

The evidence that although information interventions can be useful, they will not impact equally on all individuals, suggests that providing other forms of support alongside information is likely to be important to help individuals who need to overcome barriers, adjust expectations and consider routes that they may have already discounted. The importance of providing personal support for complex or emotional decisions is evident elsewhere in the literature. Research with students on job searching for example, has shown that although generally 80\% would prefer to receive information through a computer, when job searches prove unproductive, 75\% would prefer to be able to discuss their problems or frustrations in one-to-one counselling.\textsuperscript{170}

Providing targeted LMI interventions after an initial assessment is one potential way of ensuring information is targeted and facilitating engagement. The benefits of this approach have been identified in research from Hiebert et al.\textsuperscript{171} and Redekopp, Hiebert and Hopkins.\textsuperscript{172} In their study, clients approaching a careers service were offered an initial assessment followed by a tailored self-help LMI package (one addressed at career decision-making, or one tailored to job search). In terms of impact, clients in the project showed ‘significant change in general ability to access and use LMI, knowledge about how to use LMI, skills for using LMI and taking action on the information that was accessed, and personal attributes, such as optimism about one’s career future, and confidence in one’s ability to manage future career transitions’.\textsuperscript{173}

In this study half of the respondents accessed the resources independently and half received assistance from a professional. The results show that in both cases information had an impact, with those who were ‘assisted’ showing greater improvement in all areas. However, the overall difference between the ‘assisted’ and independent cases was not statistically significant. Noting surprise at this finding, given the evidence elsewhere in the literature for the importance of practitioner support for LMI, the researchers suggest some potential explanations. Firstly, those who were most in need of support were likely to have been ‘screened out’ of the project, meaning those with complex needs and low self-
help skills were not included. Secondly, in practice all clients accessed a one-to-one conversation before the resources were provided – and it is likely that this supportive future-oriented conversation impacted on the motivation of the clients when accessing the resources. Lastly, the value of ongoing practitioner support may have been limited because of the structured nature of the process, which potentially constrained practitioner creativity. As a result, it is possible to conclude that the way in which these information resources were delivered (including a focused career-related conversation) impacted on the value of the information resources. The researchers conclude that ‘many clients can significantly benefit from strong resource guides if they are assigned the appropriate guide based on thorough needs assessments and oriented to the guide by practitioners.”¹⁷⁴

Evidence for the value of information when provided as part of a broader careers programme is also evident in research from Portugal, which compared the effectiveness of a single careers information session with school pupils to a six-week career intervention including a range of activities.¹⁷⁵ This research found that both interventions had an impact on career adaptability as measured by three different tests; however, much larger impacts were evident from the longer intervention. Further, the different coping styles of students impacted on the outcomes of the sessions.

These research projects show that information interventions can be highly valuable, but are most effective when embedded in wider careers service delivery.¹⁷⁶ In addition, Redekopp et al.’s research identified the potential value in the nature and design of the information intervention – concluding that the educational design of the resources helped users make sense of and learn from the resources.¹⁷⁷ This finding is reinforced by research from the UK on careers websites, which found limited evidence that information-focused tools can have a positive impact alone, recommended that websites are constructed for ‘effective career learning’ and that, where possible, careers websites should be embedded ‘into wider career learning activities’.¹⁷⁸

Chapter 6

LMI in relation to the theory of careers education and guidance
There is some limited but useful literature about LMI in relation to the theory of careers education and guidance.

The theoretical models described in the literature offer some support for the use of LMI, careers education and careers decision-making.

Theoretical approaches

The development of theoretical approaches to understanding career decision-making is frequently traced back to the work of Frank Parsons in the early twentieth century. Parsons is largely connected to matching approaches to guidance, which focus on ‘matching’ individuals to labour market opportunities. In these approaches there is a focus on assessment and using valid and reliable information. LMI is given directly to clients by careers professionals and is interpreted by the adviser with the intention of changing behaviour.

Parsons famously identified three components to effective career decisions:

1. A clear understanding of yourself, your aptitudes, abilities, interests, ambitions, resources, limitations and their causes.
2. A knowledge of the requirements and conditions of success, advantages and disadvantages, compensation, opportunities and prospects in different lines of work.
3. True reasoning on the relations of these two groups of facts.

Summarising these components: the first is about knowledge of the self; the second about knowledge of the world of work (or labour market information in its widest sense); and the third is a logical reasoning process. This framework is commonly cited as the origin of modern thinking about labour market information and career development. Parson’s approach laid the groundwork for much later career theory. Trait and factor theory, for example, draws on concepts of matching models like Parsons’ and combines them with ‘the concepts and technology of individual differences’.

Trait and factor approaches tend to use career assessments to analyse a person’s personality and then match people to occupations where these traits are used. Holland’s theory of vocational personalities builds on these models, aiming to categorise individuals according to six different vocational ‘types’, which correspond with different job ‘types’: Realistic, Investigative, Artistic, Social, Enterprising and Conventional. Despite their differences, the models of Holland, Parsons and others all fundamentally involve matching individuals to opportunities. As such they focus on importance of classification – both of individuals and of the workplace – in order to make possible the ‘match’ between the two.

Despite the wide variety of later theoretical approaches, and the challenges to notions of ‘rational decision-making’ summarised in the previous section, the literature suggests that matching models may have a particular appeal to policymakers. They represent an easy-to-understand model which can be implemented in a relatively cost-effective way (normally being associated with one-off career interventions or online ‘matching’ tests, rather than lengthier and costly interventions).\textsuperscript{184}

Since Parsons’ work, other models of career guidance have been developed. Summaries of how the different theoretical perspectives view the process of career development and guidance are available throughout the literature. However, relatively few studies specifically consider the role of information within these theories. One exception is Walsh,\textsuperscript{186} and this analysis is referenced in some of the later literature.\textsuperscript{186} Walsh’s original work considers a range of approaches: trait and factor, person-centred, psychodynamic, developmental, social learning, and social psychological theories (and also considers approaches led by computers).

In some of the more recent literature there is discussion of different theoretical approaches. Typically, two approaches are emphasised, each of which requires different ways of using information:

- **humanistic and person-centred approaches** (e.g. Rogers, Egan)\textsuperscript{187} – these approaches focus on facilitating client choice, through the development of a supportive relationship characterised by genuineness, unconditional positive regard and empathy. The locus of control remains with the client. The careers professional\textsuperscript{188} holds careers information but to a large extent this is not directly present in the guidance process.\textsuperscript{189}

- **social learning theories** (e.g. Krumboltz)\textsuperscript{190} – these approaches focus on facilitating a process of career exploration and learning. LMI is used as part of a learning process. This may include use of quizzes, etc. in group sessions, or use of LMI in individual sessions to challenge misconceptions, stimulate exploration and develop decision-making skills.\textsuperscript{191}

In contrast with matching models, these two more recent approaches identify quite different approaches to giving information, and different roles for the careers professional. In matching models, the professional is the ‘expert’ and provides and interprets information directly; in humanistic models the professional seeks not to adopt an ‘expert’ role, but focuses on facilitating the client’s own exploration, holding back from providing too much information directly; and in social learning models the professional has more of an educative role, focusing on providing information and identifying opportunities to assist clients with their learning.

It is also important to note that the way in which information is conceptualised differs between these theories. The matching approach could be said to support the most traditional definition of labour market information – individuals are matched to labour market opportunities. In humanistic approaches information

\textsuperscript{184}Bimrose (2006)  \textsuperscript{185}Walsh (1990, 264–8)  \textsuperscript{186}For example, Attwell and Bimrose (2017) and Bimrose et al. (2006).  \textsuperscript{187}Rogers (1961); Egan (1994)  \textsuperscript{188}In humanistic approaches the word ‘adviser’ may be substituted with ‘counsellor’ representing the different conceptualisation of the role of the professional in the relationship.  \textsuperscript{189}Attwell and Bimrose, (2017); Walsh (1990)  \textsuperscript{190}Krumboltz, Mitchell and Jones (1976); Mitchell and Krumboltz (1996)  \textsuperscript{191}Attwell and Bimrose (2017); Walsh (1990)
provision is guided by the needs of the individual; as a result it is possible that information will be given relevant to a wide range of needs. It is also likely that information will be provided in the form of signposts to sources of information rather than information itself, as the focus is on enabling and motivating the client in their own development. In learning theory-based approaches information is likely to be conceived very broadly, with a focus on how knowledge may be developed through a range of different sources, including personal experience.

In contemporary careers guidance practice the influence of humanistic and learning theories are evident. In particular, several recent publications on career coaching emphasise humanistic approaches in one-to-one guidance, and there is a growing focus on careers education which draws on the literature relating to social learning theories. This issue will be expanded on in Chapter 8 where good practice is considered.

**Decision-making styles**

As well as the theoretical literature around career decision-making and careers guidance generally, some research has considered the different ways that individuals may make career decisions, and what this might mean for practice. One example of this comes from a large review of the effectiveness of careers guidance practice from Bimrose, Barnes and Hughes:

‘A four-fold typology of career decision making styles has emerged, strongly, from the data. The extent to which individuals espouse an evaluative, strategic, aspirational or opportunistic approach to making decisions about their career progression is crucial to understanding the particular types of support required from guidance practice. This is because different preferences for making decisions appear to relate to various dimensions of practice (like the extent to which action plans are seen as relevant).’

Of the four decision-making styles identified, people with a strategic style are identified as having a particular need for information, given that this style focuses on ‘a rational appraisal of information as the basis for action’ meaning that guidance services for these individuals ‘should be objective and deliver high quality information’. The importance of information is less pronounced in other decision-making styles where there may be more of a focus on personal support and emotional components of decision-making. Julien identifies similar impacts of different decision-making styles on the needs of different individuals, identifying the difference in information needs between ‘rational’, ‘intuitive’ and ‘dependent’ decision-makers. Rational decision-makers are more likely to actively seek information, with intuitive decision-makers more likely to consider self-awareness and emotional factors and dependent decision-makers more passive, looking for help with decision-making from other people such as parents or professionals. This research also identified some evidence of gender differences in decision-making styles with the suggestion that self-knowledge is more important to girls than it is to boys.

---

Structural and critical approaches

One set of theories which is important when considering the labour market, but which are not discussed to any extent in relation to information, are Roberts’ opportunity structure theory and Hodkinson and Sparkes’ Careership theory.195 Perhaps the lack of focus on these areas is because these theories focus more on career development than career guidance. These theories are worth considering because of the different way they conceive of choice in relation to the labour market. Rather than focusing on the importance of personal decision-making, these theories highlight the limitations of personal choice – identifying that, in reality, decisions about jobs are often taken on the basis of a person’s ‘horizons for action’196 including what opportunities are actually available at any one time and a person’s social and cultural background.

Thinking through the implications of these theories for LMI raises two key issues. One is that information about what opportunities are immediately available within a specific area is likely to be a key factor in decision-making. In practice this may mean that users particularly value information sources relating to current opportunities which is searchable by location.

Another implication is that these theories recognise there may be limitations to choice depending on social background – and ‘what people like me’ do. The focus on social inequality and the way that these inequalities get replicated and persist has influenced more critical approaches to careers guidance, including a growing body of work on social justice.197 In these approaches, LMI offers a key source of information about potential inequalities; for example, salary and occupational data analysed by gender, ethnic origin, social class or geographical location. This opens the possibility for LMI to be used by professionals critically – for example, to seek to challenge or address inequalities in the workplace, or to advocate on behalf of specific clients, or to work with clients to help them challenge inequalities themselves.

Models of service design

Alongside consideration of broad theoretical schools of thought the literature also occasionally references two other specific models that are often used in the design of careers education and guidance services: the DOTS model,198 and the Cognitive Information Processing (CIP) approach.199 The DOTS model is popular in the design and delivery of careers education. It involves a series of learning outcomes for guidance and education, including opportunity awareness, self-awareness, decision-making skills and skills for making transitions. LMI is particularly important in terms of ‘opportunity awareness’; however, advocates of the DOTS model are clear that information should be thought of as what people learn, with the process of learning somewhat more complex than simply accessing information.200
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195 Roberts (1977); Hodkinson and Sparkes (1997). 196 Hodkinson and Sparkes (1997) 197 For example, see Irving and Malik (2005) and Hooley, Sultana and Thomsen (2018) 198 DOTS refers to Decision learning; Opportunity awareness; Transition learning; and Self-awareness 199 Both are referenced by Cedefop (2016), for example. 200 Law (1999)
The CIP approach is particularly used in the design of careers services and is based on the idea that different individuals have different needs at different points in the decision-making process. Within the CIP model careers provision is guided by an individual’s ‘readiness’ for decision-making, with services screening clients and then signposting them to appropriate services or resources. These may include self-help information sources, particularly in those cases where an individual is at a late stage of decision-making and has identified the path they want to follow but needs further information about this pathway. It may include one-to-one support where an individual needs more help.201

201 Sampson et al. (2004)
Chapter 7

Good practice for using LMI in careers services
When considering good practice at the level of individual careers services, the importance of a strategic approach is clear. Such an approach recognises the range of complementary ways in which individuals can access and use information.

Careers professionals need to be appropriately skilled in the use and mediation of LMI and keep their knowledge up to date – LMI is best thought about as ‘how individuals can become informed’ rather than ‘products’ or ‘items’ of information. Consideration of pedagogy and integration into careers service delivery are important.

**Blended guidance**

Central to the recent literature on LMI and careers services, is a recognition that effective service delivery requires the use of multiple services or channels to accommodate the different needs of individuals. However, these multiple forms of delivery also require strong leadership and strategic direction to ensure that they are provided as part of a coherent approach. Hooley and colleagues, for example, have proposed models of ‘blended’ or ‘integrated’ services which blend onsite and online delivery.202 Drawing on models of ‘blended learning’ they propose several different approaches to blended guidance across different dimensions: professional vs client-led services, and primarily face-to-face vs online.203

Whatever exact model is pursued, blended models emphasise the importance of coherent design and clear systems and processes. Specifically in terms of LMI, good practice guidelines for careers service managers have also stressed the importance of coherent policy and service models with a clear vision and strategy and well-designed systems and processes.204 The importance of strong leadership is also emphasised in the English schools context, where good practice is identified as having a careers leader who can coordinate services within a school, including ensuring consistent approaches to collecting and disseminating information in liaison with others (for example, school librarian, subject teachers).205

Blended models of guidance also draw explicitly on pedagogical models and Bakke, Haug and Hooley have suggested that it is useful to think in terms of ‘instructional design’.206 This is to take a view of careers services as learning services. As a result, it is important to consider how to design services to enable individuals to become informed about the working world rather than about how
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they access information. This moves from conceptualising information primarily not as a product but as a process (of becoming informed), involving several stages or activities. It also involves thinking about careers practitioners as educators and facilitators. Critical to effective approaches to LMI in service design, is a need to ensure that user requirements are well understood, which involves regularly gathering client input and feedback.

In terms of what might be delivered through a ‘blend’ of activities which assist individuals to become ‘informed’, five key activities are explored below.

**Careers education**

Careers education programmes are recognised throughout the literature as an important means of assisting individuals to become informed about the working world. Education approaches are also often identified as important in terms of assisting clients to develop information literacy and digital literacy skills, as part of developing Career Management Skills more broadly. Careers education in schools particularly is a means of helping young people develop useful skills in accessing and interpreting information which will help them in later life. Careers education may be delivered as a curriculum subject in itself or it may be infused in other subjects. In the UK context, the Gatsby benchmarks for English schools specifically provide guidance that students should be ‘taught how to find and process information from Year 7 [age 11/12] upwards’. In some cases, and in response to evidence that children start to develop their career ideas at an early age, primary schools and even early education and childcare providers are also being encouraged to engage in careers education – for example the Scottish Career Education Standard explicitly covers these groups.

---
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Careers education may help build confidence and motivation of learners, as well as develop skills in sourcing and interpreting information. Education programmes which embed careers research and careers exploration are identified as particularly beneficial. Education can also introduce and help to define key terminology relating to the labour market, providing the underpinning knowledge to help understand and interpret LMI. Students can learn to critique careers and labour market information and labour market structures.

**Encounters with employers and work experience**

Encounters with employers and work experience are important means by which individuals may get first-hand experience and knowledge of the workplace. Hooley is clear about the value of these sources suggesting that there are four key approaches through which individuals can learn about the labour market:

1. The presentation of labour market information.
2. The use of employer encounters to stimulate career learning.
3. Fostering of work experience to build understanding of the workplace and employability skills.
4. Engaging people with entrepreneurship and self-employment through enterprise learning initiatives.

The literature concerned with LMI consistently identifies the importance of work experience and employer engagement (although these areas are rarely covered in depth). A recent UK Commission for Employment and Skills (UKCES) report on LMI describes the 'complementary area of employer involvement in career guidance'.

Tricot, when considering occupational information, notes the importance of 'fostering direct and guided contact (preparation, execution) with the world of work through internships and visits'. Access to experiential and non-experiential forms of careers information is also noted by the European Lifelong Policy Guidance Network (ELGPN). And, in the UK, the Gatsby benchmarks for good practice in LMI and careers information in English Schools, note 'encounters with employers and experiences of workplaces should provide opportunities for students to gain information first hand'.

Experiences of the workplace are important because of the evidence that personalised and ‘hot’ sources of information are likely to be highly impactful. Further, workplace experience offers potentially richer learning than may be possible through printed information sources – including learning about a broad range of competencies important in a workplace, the social norms of workplaces and allowing individuals to connect with individual workers. Through interacting with a workplace, individuals also potentially learn about themselves. Given that print-based information is available widely, and workplace experience may be time-consuming to source and undertake, workplace experience may be viewed as a ‘next-step’ after accessing more conventional sources of information, enabling an individual to see 'the personal significance of things that have been learned by reading or in the classroom'.

---

Mentoring and related interventions

The recognition that ‘hot’ information from people we know is more likely to have impact than information from formal sources also emphasises the importance of engaging with a decision-maker’s wider social context. This may include involving parents, peers, colleagues and others. Potentially engaging with wider social contexts is complex – using both mechanisms to try and improve the knowledge of key social influencers (where this may be partial or lacking), and also utilising the existing knowledge of individuals in the wider social environment to help support other users. Engagement with wider social networks is often identified as an area for development in the literature. The OECD, for example, states that ‘often career information systems [...] make little use of networks of community members such as employers or the alumni of educational institutions’ 222. This mirrors the findings of a recent UK report which identifies a gap for information products which integrate well into an individual’s wider information context (for example, considering other sources of information such as careers advisers, teachers and parents) 223.

One approach that is identified several times in the literature as potentially an important means of delivering information is the provision of mentoring schemes, including peer mentoring and employer mentoring 224. Effective mentoring relationships may involve a great deal of different kinds of support, including the provision of information 225. Despite this, the provision of information has been identified as potentially one of the weakest areas of mentoring provision, with a recent report noting that mentors ‘may require knowledge of specialist sources and information which may be outside of the mentor’s existing knowledge base’ 226. Therefore ensuring mentors are appropriately trained and supported, to allow them to be suitably informed, is important when designing a mentoring scheme 227. Given that careers practitioners hold specialist expertise in information, and given that this is an identified area of weakness for many mentors, there has been some suggestion that careers professionals could and should have a role in supporting mentoring schemes 228.

Alongside formal and informal mentoring relationships, the importance of parents in the career choices of young people has also been consistently identified in the literature. One example is the Gatsby guidelines for English schools, which have stressed the importance of providing parents with careers and labour market information 229. The guidelines also give practical examples of how this might be done, including using social media to reach parents and promoting resources on school websites and through parents’ evenings. It is also recognised throughout the literature that engaging parents can be challenging, and, therefore, Hooley and Andrews suggest it is important to ‘think creatively about involving parents’ 230.

Social media

With the recognition of the value of social media as a potential source of information, a small but growing body of work considers how careers services and professionals may engage with social media. Sampson et al., for example, suggest that ‘careers practitioners need to expand their professional role to include active participation in social media as part of service delivery’ 231. This may include, for example, participating in discussion threads or publishing their own resources. These kinds of interventions help to ‘provide valid information, address...”
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misinformation ... and refer individuals to sources of valid career information and practitioner-supported career services when more assistance is needed. 232

One-to-one guidance services and LMI resources
Alongside the services noted above, key features of blended approaches to guidance will include stand-alone careers and LMI resources, and one-to-one careers services. These important areas are considered in separate sections below.

Good practice for producers of LMI resources
LMI products are an essential part of careers service delivery. They may be produced by careers services themselves, or by other public or private sector bodies. There is a need, of course, to ensure that information is up to date, reliable and takes consideration of equality and diversity. A range of guidelines for the content and structure of materials is evident in the literature. 233 Four key themes for producers are described in Figure 3 below.

Information should be contextualised and relevant
Labour market information which is statistical, or related to the needs of sectors rather than individuals, has been identified as some of the ‘least useful’ LMI. 234 In addition, personalised information in the form of ‘inspiration’ has been identified as some of the most useful. 235 This finding is representative of an ongoing theme in the literature around the importance of contextualising or interpreting information so that it is relevant to the needs of individuals. In practice this may mean interpreting statistical data so that it is clear what it means in terms of career pathways, for

example. Other approaches may involve blending types of information so that statistical information is presented ‘simultaneously with occupational profiles, work conditions and context’. Bringing information to life through the use of illustrative examples, interactive elements, audio-visual information or other means is also identified as good practice. The use of case studies is often noted of particular value, as they can provide more ‘qualitative and detailed material’ and aim to ‘provide an engaging ‘taste’ of an industry or job in contrast with some other forms of LMI.

Information should be clearly structured and segmented by need
The importance of ensuring that individuals are quickly and effectively able to identify the information they need is vital, given the evidence that large quantities of information available may feel overwhelming to individuals, result in confusion and actually impede decision-making. Interestingly, research focusing on practitioner needs has demonstrated that practitioners can also risk feeling overwhelmed, suggesting that well segmented information resources are important for all users.

Key to ensuring that individuals are not overwhelmed by information is the need to present information according to different user needs. A common approach is to segment information by occupational interest – for example, in databases of different occupational profiles – and some guidelines specific to what should be included in occupational profiles have been developed. However, information needs of individuals are diverse and enabling different ways of allowing individuals to search for information is important. As Tricot identifies, this may include considering the different questions users might have that prompt them to access a website and the different kinds of information-seeking tasks or behaviour they may exhibit (for example, are they browsing, collecting, exploring or seeking specific information?). Segmentation may also include consideration of the different user needs depending on their educational stage (for school pupils) or the stage of their decision-making process. The design of websites may also need to take account of different decision-making styles.

Resources should have a pedagogical design
Another key element in designing LMI products is the importance of maximising the potential for users to learn from the materials and act upon them. There should be a focus on ensuring that materials have a ‘pedagogical’ design – that is, they facilitate processes of self-reflection and learning. Recent research from the UK has reiterated that career websites should be constructed for ‘effective career learning’. The research identified that websites providing information alone were of limited effectiveness but websites which involve automated interactions (e.g. online games or self-assessment activities) were helpful to individuals in making meaning from LMI. Significantly, several guidelines recommend that information resources ‘help users identify their own needs and to ask themselves questions.’

Resources should be designed for use in wider career decision-making contexts
Connecting LMI resources to the wider context for career decision-making and careers service delivery is consistently identified as important in the literature. Recent UK research has suggested that, where possible, careers websites should be
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embedded into wider career programmes which include the provision of learning activities. This could involve connecting LMI resources to other forms of support, including one-to-one careers services. It should ensure that LMI connects with experiential forms of learning – the OECD notes that ‘often career information systems fail to systematically allow people to experience work or new educational settings.’ A similar recommendation is noted in the NCDA guidelines for the production of information, which state that publications should list opportunities for a range of work experience options, as well as school-related activities and programmes, clubs and other activities. The NCDA also states that ‘publishers are encouraged to give sufficient attention to this heading because these career-related possibilities can be acted on immediately and thus have high motivational value.’

Using the full potential of online delivery for the purposes of career learning, and finding ways of integrating within wider careers services, clearly requires further consideration. The OECD noted in 2004 that ‘web-based career information systems are often nothing more than electronic versions of print-based material. This fails to make use of the potential of ICT-based systems to provide careers information in far more interesting, flexible and intuitive ways.’ Although there has been a great deal of development in terms of careers websites since 2004, guarding against treating websites as simply repositories of information, and capitalising on the potential of technology for integrating web-based provision with other forms of careers service, remains important.

**Good practice for one-to-one careers services**

Recommendations for good practice for careers practitioners when using information in one-to-one guidance is evident throughout the literature. Three key areas are considered in Figure 4, and discussed in more detail below.

The OECD noted in 2004 that ‘web-based career information systems are often nothing more than electronic versions of print-based material. This fails to make use of the potential of ICT-based systems to provide careers information in far more interesting, flexible and intuitive ways.’
How to use information in guidance

The literature targeted at practitioners addresses to some extent how information should be embedded in the process of delivering careers advice and guidance. Key principles include:

• maintain caution when delivering information directly to a client
• use information indirectly to help support the process of guidance
• explore a client’s situation adequately before providing information
• use information carefully and ensure it is purposeful
• facilitate a client to access information for themselves, except where information needs are clear and specific
• provide information tentatively, being aware that it can be challenging to a client
• ensure information is given in a way which is clear and understandable to the client.

These areas are considered in more detail below.

The majority of guidance to practitioners emphasises caution when delivering information. It is important to deliver information only when a client’s needs have been adequately explored. In the National Institute for Careers Education (NICE) competence standards for careers practitioners, the competency for ‘career assessment and information’ explicitly states that assessment should always come before information giving.

Even when a client approaches a practitioner with what seems like a straightforward information request, the importance of taking time to understand needs is also emphasised:

The request is, however, rarely the whole story. We can agree to meet their information needs, ideally enabling them to research and make sense of the information themselves. However, because we know that information alone is usually insufficient to navigate the decision, we also offer to take a step back and explore their story to see if they have other needs.

This statement makes it clear that individuals’ needs for information are rarely straightforward. Even when a client clearly identifies an information need, behind that need may be a much greater set of questions – for example, ‘I want some information about putting together a CV’ might appear to be a direct request for information but behind the question may be a whole range of other needs in terms of where and how to look for jobs, and how to put together job applications. Such a question may also be stimulated by a wish to change career direction, or changes in personal circumstances such as redundancy. Gathering more information about the background of someone’s enquiry enables the careers practitioner to make a more complete assessment of need and identify the best way(s) to meet those needs.

A particularly instructive statement from Savickas is that ‘one of the best ways to determine the wisdom of a specific career choice is to assess the amount of information an individual has collected about that choice.’ That is, by asking
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someone what they already know and how they have already researched their options, the careers professional can assess how prepared and motivated they are. Yates expands on this, stating that ‘arguably the most valuable […] way to apply your knowledge […] is to use it to structure your intervention; it can allow you to push where you need to push and leave things when there is no need to pursue; and it can help you decide whether it is likely to be useful to a client to think about alternatives, do further research or spend more time honing their skills’. Importantly she notes ‘you can do all this without telling your client a single thing’.

Although giving information is potentially useful, the literature identifies several considerations in terms of what information to give and how to give it. At a basic level ensuring that information is reliable, up-to-date and impartial is central to all good practice guidance on working with information. The importance of delivering information in a way which is clear, jargon-free, specific and positive is also noted. Checking client understanding of information given and providing written back-up of key points are also identified as important. Equally significant is the need to ensure that information given is appropriate to the client and their needs. A publication from UKCES exploring good practice in information suggests that before delivering information advisers need to ask themselves:

• What is going to be meaningful to the individual?
• How am I hoping this information/intelligence will help them in making choices?
• How might it raise aspirations, challenge stereotypes, increase job knowledge and widen career horizons?

This set of questions is important because it recognises that not all information is going to be useful unless it is meaningful and helpful to a client. At a basic level, considering meaningful information will involve using appropriate information and resources for different clients according to age and ability. It may also depend on the stage of someone’s decision-making, their confidence and other personal and emotional factors.

Instead of providing information directly, it is also possible for advisers to signpost and support clients to access information for themselves. In the literature where ‘giving information’ is described it is often unclear exactly whether the information given is direct information or is actually signposting information sources. Supporting clients to access information themselves is generally recognised as good practice, allowing them to take active ownership of their career decision and to develop their own information literacy skills and abilities. A further option for a practitioner in providing information is to access an information resource together with a client in a careers session: here the practitioner can demonstrate how to access the resource and help a client to interpret the resource for themselves.

Whether information is directly given or a client is supported to access information themselves will depend on the nature of the information need. Although in general facilitating access of a user to information is good practice, in some cases where the adviser holds knowledge which would be useful to the client, ‘giving’ this information directly can be useful. This is particularly the case where an individual
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holds partial, incorrect or out-of-date information and is basing their career ideas upon such misconceptions. Where the practitioner notices this, correcting or challenging the inaccuracy is important. Indeed, there is some suggestion in the literature that information giving more generally may be ‘regarded as a type of challenging […] because information giving helps clients to develop new perspectives on problems… It can also correct misunderstanding’.264 ‘Challenging’ is a word that is often associated with information; however, in some cases, for example when information is used to demonstrate that a career ambition is not attainable, LMI may even be ‘shocking’.265 Because of this association of information giving with challenge and aspiration-raising, Bimrose et al. contend that professional use of information is a ‘higher level practitioner skill’.266

Managing the sometimes challenging nature of information means that information ‘needs to be used sensitively’ and the practitioner will ‘need to understand how to help the client handle the disequilibrium that comes with the information and interpret its meaning for their own situation’.267 Understanding the relationship between the client and practitioner is also likely to be important – Is the client ready to receive information? How might they react to the information given? A specific approach to managing the process of information-giving in a way that is supportive of the client is given by Hambly and Bomford. Drawing on an approach from motivational interviewing which outlines an ‘elicit, inform, elicit’ approach,268 they identify three stages to information-giving:

1. Find out what the client already knows and what they think they need to know.
2. Fill the gaps in their knowledge, being tentative rather than directive.
3. Find out what the information means for the client and their next steps.

Hambly and Bomford also suggest that practitioners should ask for consent to share information and do so carefully and tentatively.269 A further practical suggestion given for delivering challenging information is accessing information together (via a website for example), and then for the practitioner to depersonalise the information by identifying ‘this website says…’ rather than challenging directly.270

Skills and capacities needed to work with information
Considering the potential ways that information may be used by advisers, the literature identifies several important skills that advisers need, including:

- the ability to recognise limits to their own knowledge
- a strong understanding of LMI relevant to their ‘core’ client group
- research skills in order to identify LMI relevant to areas outside of their core expertise
- digital literacy, in recognition that online environments are a major source of LMI
- ability to work with LMI with clients.

In addition, practitioners should be aware of the more detailed skills and competencies lists provided by professional bodies.
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• being able to identify training needs and undertaking appropriate CPD

• additional skills in writing resources, and in delivering education, where appropriate.

These areas are considered in more detail below.

Firstly it is important that advisers recognise that knowing ‘everything there is to know’ about the labour market is impossible. Therefore, practitioners should think practically about the ‘core’ or ‘central’ knowledge they require and direct CPD activities to these areas. The ‘central’ knowledge for a practitioner will depend on their core client group – for example, advisers working in higher education will require a grasp of graduate employment options, whereas for practitioners working in schools detailed information about higher education application mechanisms is likely to be important. It is important that practitioners reflect on their context and the common information needs of their clients.

In addition, it is important that practitioners recognise the limits of their knowledge and take care around provision of information in areas where they lack sufficient expertise. Facilitating a client to access information themselves or undertaking research outside of the session are better approaches in these cases. Research skills, particularly the ability to identify and evaluate sources of information, are core skills for practitioners. Given the central importance of online sources of information, digital literacy skills are also important. Indeed, digital literacy has been identified as a significant skills need within the careers workforce, especially skills to work with social media and emerging technologies.

As well as the ability to work with information directly, practitioners also need a range of skills to use information in their work with clients. These skills typically include an ability to explain the value and purpose of information to clients, as well as being able to educate or support clients to identify sources of information and to assess their relevance and validity. Practitioners also need to be able to support clients to take action or access further support where necessary.

Several indicative lists of professional skills required by careers practitioners can be found in the literature. A particularly important list is provided in The European Competence Standards for the Academic Training of Careers Practitioners. This list of competencies has been adopted by many countries across Europe in the development of qualifications for careers professionals, including the UK where the Career Development Institute has incorporated the NICE guidelines into a blueprint for professional roles in the career development sector. In this context, the Qualification in Career Development has several learning outcomes directly relevant to information provision. The value of careers practitioners being involved in a range of additional roles including the delivery of careers education, the writing of careers resources, engaging in social media, supporting mentoring schemes and even providing a key channel for the sharing and dissemination of ‘soft’ LMI and local LMI, has been identified throughout the literature. Each of these roles will require practitioners to develop additional specific skill sets.
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Ethical practice and LMI

Thinking about when, what and how to provide information in careers practice is not always straightforward, and working with LMI involves a number of considerations in terms of ethical practice, including impartiality and equality and diversity. Recognising the ethical considerations around using LMI highlights the complexities of working with LMI and the importance of professional approaches to practice, including the importance of maintaining an ongoing reflective approach to practice.

Impartiality

Impartiality is an important consideration when working with LMI because ‘facts do not speak for themselves’ and information can be used to support different kinds of arguments. The challenge is that although impartiality is a closely-held value of careers practitioners and a central tenet of most professional codes of practice, ‘paradoxically … as soon as a careers practitioner starts to explore the implications of a client’s careers decision s/he will start to make a set of professional judgements’. The challenge of working with impartiality when delivering careers information is often considerable because it is precisely the ability of a careers professional to clarify and focus a user’s needs and select information (so as not to overwhelm them) that is highly valuable. Judgements about what information to present or not, constitute a potential area where impartiality may be compromised. Further, even if advisers attempt to present ‘objective’ impartial information there are challenges that arise through the experience of communicating this information. Yates makes the point that: ‘it is very hard to be objective about information. When it is shared information is inevitably interpreted so what you say to your clients will be biased: you will choose what to focus on, how to express it and the tone with which you say it.’

LMI, equality and diversity and critical practice

Further ethical concerns may relate to equality and diversity. There are repeated assertions throughout the literature and the quality standards that information should be produced which is ‘non-discriminatory’ and which takes account of equality and diversity. However, in several documents there is recognition that simply providing information which is non-discriminatory is unlikely to be sufficient for addressing issues of equality and diversity. Key here is the evidence of continuing social inequalities in the workplace, and the evidence that ‘formal’ sources of information are potentially less impactful than information which is gathered through experience and close social contacts. Therefore, considering how best to use LMI in order to address inequality and challenge stereotypes is important.

One suggestion is that by ‘critiquing and engaging with LMI, practitioners are better placed to promote equality of opportunity not only for their clients, but for the wider population’. Practitioners can use LMI to provide additional insight into the social structures of the workplace, including issues of under-representation of, for example, certain genders or social classes in different professions.
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Understanding social inequalities allows practitioners to engage in activities such as advocating for or lobbying on behalf of individual clients or groups of clients.286 Working with clients in one-to-one guidance or careers education may also offer opportunities for engaging clients themselves in developing a critical understanding of the world of work. An example of this comes from the Precarious Workers Brigade who are concerned to challenge precarious working conditions (including zero hours contracts and unpaid internships), and have suggested an ‘alternative’ curriculum for employability in higher education which encourages students to critically engage with the labour market and to engage in action against discriminatory and exploitative working practices.287 Similarly, Hooley and Andrews provide guidance to careers leaders in schools that 'It is important not just to view career and labour market information as a series of straightforward answers to questions. If we make critical use of it, and encourage our students to think critically about what it says, it can open up some big questions about how the world of work operates and how we know what we know.'288

In terms of critical engagement with LMI, an interesting perspective is provided by Offer.289 He argues that practitioners must take a reflective stance and critically reflect on the dominant discourses of the labour market, taking care not to inadvertently reflect and support the most dominant voices in the labour market. The example he gives is of the current discourse around the importance of increased labour market flexibility given the rapidly changing workplace. He notes that if this discourse is reinforced by careers professionals in their practice, this may shape individual clients’ decisions, encouraging them to pursue flexibility, and actually help to create these conditions.

Final comment – we seek to provide clarity and practical insight
This report has placed LMI at the heart of a modern careers advice service. We have asked the question: What do we know from the research literature about the best use of LMI?

Some clear answers have emerged from the evidence base. We have summarised these patterns with reference to six themes.

The literature indicates that we need a broad definition of LMI that goes beyond statistics about the job market. We consider that any relevant information that helps to build understanding about career and job requirements, patterns and availability, should be seen as LMI. Within this broad view of LMI, we highlight the transformational potential of technology-enabled LMI. The internet, in particular, has resulted in a great expansion in LMI availability. Although technological access can generate substantial possible benefits, there are also challenges – particularly in terms of the variable quality and sheer proliferation of LMI available online.
The issue of technology leads naturally to a consideration of the role of government. The state should monitor and regulate LMI provision, and there is a particular need to ensure quality assurance of internet-based resources. Government can also develop quality standards and ‘signpost’ users to quality assured LMI. The state should ensure that the right range of LMI exists. Some data necessary for career decisionmakers may not be gathered as a matter of course for other purposes. Ensuring supply of LMI is a responsibility of government, although provision can often be the work of others and government should establish proactive partnership arrangements with other bodies.

We emphasise the importance of expert mediation of LMI. Consideration should be given to how LMI can be embedded within the work of careers professionals. Practitioners need support and professional development in order to mediate LMI effectively.

Above all we consider that there is a need for LMI to be tailored to service users and used in a way that works for them. People require LMI at national, regional and local levels so that they can make informed decisions based on the labour market realities in their own neighbourhood as well as an understanding of more distant horizons and wider opportunities. Service users need to be empowered so that they can seek out and understand LMI for themselves. The careers professionals should start by asking the question ‘what can clients do to become informed?’ rather than ‘what information do they need?’ This will help to situate LMI as assistance for a learning journey rather than an end in itself.

There is a need for LMI to be tailored to service users and used in a way that works for them.
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